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MacBook for DummiesFor Dummies, 2006
Work with networks, share access, troubleshoot, and more 
Enjoy music and videos, cruise the Web, and even do some work -- from anywhere! 
Not only can your MacBook do everything a desktop computer can, it can do some things better! Find out how to use the cool iLife(r) applications, like iPhoto,(r)  iMovie,,(r)  and iTunes,(r)  plus gobs...
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PC Magazine Home Networking SolutionsJohn Wiley & Sons, 2005
Let your network entertain you
At PC Magazine, we've been talking about "media convergence" for years. Network-based home entertainment devices like TiVo and Microsoft's Media Center PC . . . make a home LAN more useful than ever. Chapters 2 and 12 show you how they work.    

Ready to set up a network that maximizes your...
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The Art of Computer NetworkingPrentice Hall, 2007
This book, like so many, has grown from an undergraduate Networking course. Its current content is rather more than a single course could comfortably cover, though it is all relevant for an adventurer into the jungle of networks.

It is somewhat biased towards the Internet and the protocols the Internet uses, namely TCP/IP. Other network...
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EclipseO'Reilly, 2004
Welcome to Eclipse, today's premiere  Java™ Integrated development environment (IDE).  Eclipse is an extraordinary tool, and it fills a long-standing need  among Java developers—no longer do you have to suffer through  pages of errors scrolling off the screen while using command-line  Java compilers. Now you've got an...
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Humanomics: Moral Sentiments and the Wealth of Nations for the Twenty-First Century (Cambridge Studies in Economics, Choice, and Society)Cambridge University Press, 2019

	While neoclassical analysis works well for studying impersonal exchange in markets, it fails to explain why people conduct themselves the way they do in their personal relationships with family, neighbors, and friends. In Humanomics, Nobel Prize-winning economist Vernon L. Smith and his long-time co-author Bart J. Wilson bring their study of...
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The Web Application Hacker's Handbook: Discovering and Exploiting Security FlawsJohn Wiley & Sons, 2007

	Hack the planet


	Web applications are everywhere, and they're insecure. Banks, retailers, and others have deployed millions of applications that are full of holes, allowing attackers to steal personal data, carry out fraud, and compromise other systems. This innovative book shows you how they do it.

...
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Google+: The Missing Manual (Missing Manuals)O'Reilly, 2012

	
		If you want to gain more control over your social networking activities with Google+, this jargon-free guide helps you quickly master the ins and outs of the site. Learn how to organize your contacts, hold video chats with as many as ten people, and determine exactly who may learn what about you. With this book, you’ll navigate...
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Python Automation Cookbook: Explore the world of automation using Python recipes that will enhance your skillsPackt Publishing, 2018

	
		Step-by-step instructions which take you through each program to automate monotonous tasks with Python 3.7

	
		Key Features

		
			Automate integral business processes such as report generation, email marketing, and lead generation
	
			Build your first web application that scrapes data...
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Excel 2013: The Missing ManualO'Reilly, 2013

	
		The world’s most popular spreadsheet program is now more powerful than ever, but it’s also more complex. That’s where this Missing Manual comes in. With crystal-clear explanations and hands-on examples, Excel 2013: The Missing Manual shows you how to master Excel so you can easily track, analyze, and chart your...
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AutoCAD 2009 & AutoCAD LT 2009 All-in-One Desk Reference For Dummies (Computer/Tech)For Dummies, 2008
9 books in 1 — your key to success with AutoCAD!    

    Your one-stop guide to creating great technical drawings using AutoCAD 2009    

    Nobody ever said AutoCAD was easy, which is why you need a book that is! These nine minibooks cover all the stuff you need to know to set up AutoCAD...
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Lightroom 3: Streamlining Your Digital Photography ProcessJohn Wiley & Sons, 2010

	"I’ve worked my entire adult life in digital imaging, from managing high-volume production departments to running my own photography and printing businesses. And for many years, I’ve been teaching photographers how to be self-sufficient when it comes to working with their digital images.

	

	Having used all major...
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Switching to the Mac: The Missing Manual, Mountain Lion Edition (Missing Manuals)O'Reilly, 2012

	
		Ready to move to the Mac? This incomparable guide helps you make a smooth transition. New York Times columnist and Missing Manuals creator David Pogue gets you past three challenges: transferring your stuff, assembling Mac programs so you can do what you did with Windows, and learning your way around OS X.

	...
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